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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to give some generalizations of an inequality 
which, in its original form, is due to H. Weyl. In [I], he showed that the 
ordered.eigenvalues A,+[K] (n = 1,2,...) of the integral equation 
44 = x I b K(%Y) U(Y) dY> 0 
where K is a positive definite symmetric kernel, satisfy the inequality 
&&-,[K, + &I < GWII + &3&I. (1) 
Because &‘[a is a homogeneous functional of K, i.e., A;‘[arK] = cA;*[kYj, 
we have 
which expresses the fact that reciprocal of the (m + n - I)th eigenvalue of 
the mean of two such kernels is less than or equal to the mean of the reci- 
procal of the mth eigenvalue of Kl and the reciprocal of the nth eigenvalue 
of K2 . We will generalize this inequality in two different ways. 
For the first generalization, we consider a Sturm-Liouville system of the 
form 
(P(4 4’ + AP(X> u = 0, x E (0,4, (2) 
p(0) u’(0) - h,u(O) = 0, 
p(t) q> + h@> = 0, (3) 
where p, p are positive integrable functions on [0, &‘J with p’ continuous. 
Furthermore, h, , h, are nonnegative numbers with h, , h, approaching cc 
corresponding to the boundary conditions U(O) = 0, u(e) = 0, respectively. 
We will be concerned with the dependence of the eigenvalues of the system (2) 
on the function p. We denote them accordingly by 0 < h,[p] < h,[p] < *-a 
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and the corresponding eigenfunctions by ui , u2 ,... . In [2], J. Hersch has 
shown that the eigenvalues of (2), (3), as well as those of more general systems, 
satisfy an inequality of the same type as (l), namely that 
&Llbl + P-21 G &3P*l + ~n1b21. (4) 
Expressing this inequality in terms of the arithmetic mean as was done for (1) 
above, we are led to conjecture that 
where M (X t i , xa; 01~ , CL~) = (c+x~~ + ols~~a~)~l~ is the mean of order t with 
positive weights 0~~ , aa; a1 + 01s = 1 (see [3], [4] for properties of M,). 
When t = 1, (5) re d uces to (4). In Section 2, we show that (5) is valid for t 
in the extended interval [- co, - I] and for t in [0, 11. For the remaining 
values of t, we show that the inequality remains valid if a suitable factor is 
inserted in the inequality. The proof of these inequalities requires the use 
of the Rayleigh quotient 
s 
’ zi2 dx + h,,u2(0) + h,u2(f) 
NP, 4 = ’ 
s 
t (6) 
pu2 dx 
0 
and the max-min characterization of the eigenvalues, i.e., 
~,+Ibl = [“max 
1,...,%1 
dh ,..., ~1, (7) 
where [wl ,..., v~] is the subspace spanned by the n smooth functions v1 ,..., v% 
and 
In Section 3, it will be made clear from the proofs given that the inequalities 
given are also valid for the eigenvalues of rods, membranes, plates, and for 
any system for which there is a variational characterization of the type 
expressed by (7) (see [5], [6], [7] and [8]). S imi ar 1 inequalities hold for the 
eigenvalues of (2), (3) considered as functions of ho , h, , and p. 
In Section 4, we give a second generalization of Weil’s inequality. It con- 
cerns the eigenvalues h,[A] > h,[A] > ... 3 &[A] 2 *a. of a positive com- 
pact operator A in a Hilbert space. 
Again, we consider a generalized mean of order t of two such operators A 
and B. We denote this mean by 
C, = (aAt + /9Bt)llt, (8) 
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where (Y, j? > 0,01 + /3 = 1 and t is a real number not equal to zero. (For the 
definition of the function of an operator, see [7], p. 269.) We show that for 
t >o, 
L+n-,[C,I < ~@m[4, &LPI; % 8). (9) 
When t < 0, the inequality is reversed. For t = 0, we let 
Co = Ao’BB (10) 
and (9) is again valid. When t = 1, (9) reduces to Weil’s inequality. 
Finally in Section 5, we present some generalizations of some results of 
Fan and indicate certain other generalizations. 
It should be noted that the inequality (9) can be expressed in terms of 
generalized sums S, = (At + Bt)llt since the eigenvalues are homogeneous 
functions of the operator, i.e., h,[aA] = d,[A]. A similar statement holds 
for (5). 
2. INEQUALITIES FOR THE EIGENVALUES OF A STIJRM-LIOWILLE SYSTEM 
We consider the Sturm-Liouville system (2), (3) where we think ofp, h, , h, 
as being fixed and consider the eigenvalues of this system for different choices 
of the function p. Accordingly, we indicate these eigenvalues by X,b] 
(v = 1, 2,...). 
THEOREM 1. Let p1 , pz be two positive integrable functions on [0,8J and let 
;;y; = M,(P, , p2; 011 3 a2) = (alPIt + ~2P2y for t E [O, 11 u [- a), - 11. 
4n+n-hl 2 ~-tbn[PIl~ UIPZI; % 3 a2). (11) 
PROOF. Let u be a continuous function on [0, e]. For 1 < l/t, the defini- 
tion of m, and Minkowski’s inequality imply that 
[I: mtu2 dx] t = [j: (ar,~,%~~ + a2p2tU2t)11t dx]t 
< [( (,lplt~2t)1’t dx] t + [s” (,2p2t~2t)1’t dxlt 
=a1 [j:plu2dx]t +cr+,,I;fi2d$. 
The Rayleigh quotients corresponding to p1 , p2 , and mt then satisfy the 
inequality 
(R[mt, 4Y G ++I , Cl-” + +@i& , Kj-“. 
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Let U denote the space spanned by the eigenfunctions corresponding to the 
eigenvalues A&r], . . . , A,-r[pr] and let V denote the corresponding space for 
h&J,..., &,_,[pz]. Let W be the direct sum of these two spaces. Then by 
the max-min principle (7) 
= GLTfIl + %Gt[f21. 
The inequality (11) then follows for t E (0, I]. The inequality corresponding 
to t = 0, i.e., 
h ,+,-,[fff’f:l 3 x3f,l q&l 
may now be derived by letting t + 0. This may also be proved directly by 
use of H8lder’s inequality. 
To prove the theorem for t < -- 1, we note that u, is an eigenfunction of (2) 
corresponding to the eigenvalue h,[p] if and only if v, = pui is an eigen- 
function of the reciprocal system 
1 
( f(X) 
- v’ 
) 
‘+d- 
f(X) 
v = 0, 
Ap(0) v(0) + h,v'(O) = hf(e) 44 - kw) = 0 (12) 
corresponding the eigenvalue A&]. (For other uses of this system, see [9] 
and [lo]). We note, however, that the system (12) has zero for an eigenvalue 
corresponding to the eigenfunction us(x) = const. The nonzero eigenvalues 
of (12) satisfy the following maximum-minimum principle: 
Let D denote the space of absolute continuous functions such that 
s 
e 1 - 
OP 
vu0 dx = 
j 
8 1 
- v dx = 0. 
OP 
Let V,-, denote the subspace of D spanned by the set {or, v2 ,..., v,+r} 
taken from D. Denote the Rayleigh quotient corresponding to (12) by 
(13) 
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Then 
(14) 
This variational characterization of A&] may be derived in the same 
manner as (7). (See [8], p. 247.) 
Fort<-l,wenowlets=-tsothats>land 
m,(x) = PbWl-’ = [$gj- + -gJ. 
This and Minkowski’s inequality with 0 < l/s < 1 yields 
I 
I 
o (m-,)-l ~‘2 dx > aI (1: (f&l ZP dx)’ + 01~ (11 (f&l ZP dx)‘. 
It follows from (13) that 
The maximum-minimum principle (14) then yields 
or 
(11) 
The theorem is also valid when t = - co, for in this case 
m-,(x) = min{p,(x), pa(x)}, (see [3], p. 16). Taking the limit as t -+ - 00 
of (1 I), we get hm+n-l[m-m] 3 max{A,[~p,], h&J}. In this case, a much 
stronger result can be obtained by using the comparison theorem for eigen- 
values ([Ill, p. 134) since m-,(x) < pi(x), (i = 1,2) implies that 
Mm-J 2 m+Lhl~ Uf&. 
It is clear that the methods used in the above proof will not yield the 
inequality (11) for other values of t. In fact, we will now show that as 
t -+ + co, this inequality is invalid for A, . We first note that 
m+&) = m={fdlc>9 f&N 3 pi y (i= 1,2). 
By the comparison theorem for eigenvalues it follows that h,[m,] ,( X,[p,] 
(i = 1,2). Hence 
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with strict inequality if pi $ pZ . The continuity of the mean of order t then 
implies that this same inequality holds in a neighborhood of + co, which 
contradicts (11). 
It is possible to obtain an inequality like (11) if some restriction is placed 
on pr and pz . We will now prove the following. 
THEOREM 2. Let pl, pz be two positive integrable functions such that 
o<~<p$&L. CL 
Then 
where 
K = (pW - 1)1/t qp - /p)l-1/t 
(t - 1)1-r/t (/& - 1) 
and t E [- 1,0] U [I, + co]. 
The proof depends on the complement or reversal of Minkowski’s inequal- 
ity. We use the following result due to Marshall and Olkin [12]. 
Let f, g be nonnegative measurable functions satisfying the conditions 
0 < l/p <f/g < CL. Then for p > 1, we have 
where 
c = pllPqll~pl/P(p”‘cl - 1)1/Q (p _ 1)1/P 
pp - 1 
and $++=l. 
The inequality is reversed if 0 < p < 1. 
Using this inequality in place of Minkowski’s inequality, the proof of 
Theorem 2 is exactly the same as the proof of Theorem 1. The constant K 
in Theorem 2 is related to C in the above theorem by the equation K = C-lit. 
In view of the above comments about the reversal of the inequality (11) 
for t in a neighborhood of infinity, it should be noted that as t---f 00, the 
constant K approaches zero as it should. 
3. SOME INEQUALITIES FOR RELATED SYsTgMs 
In this section, we discuss how similar inequalities may be obtained. In 
particular, we take p to be fixed and consider the eigenvalues of (2) as func- 
tions of p, h, , or h, . For example, we can prove the following theorem for 
UPI- 
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THEOREM 3. Let PI , P2 be two Positiwe smooth functions on [0, e] and let 
44 = MdPl 7 P2; a1 9 4 f OT t E [ - 1 , 0] u [ 1, co]. Then the eigenvalues of 
(2) considered as fut&ms of p satisfy the inequality 
The proof follows the same lines as the proof of Theorem 1 with appro- 
priate use of the Rayleigh quotient and XIinkowski’s inequality. 
It is clear that there is an inequality corresponding to (15) for the other 
values oft than those specified in Theorem 3 and that all of these inequalities 
hold if p is replaced by h, or h, . 
We also note that similar inequalities hold for higher order self-adjoint 
differential systems and for higher dimensional problems such as the self- 
adjoint systems associated with vibrating rods, membranes, and plates. It is 
clear that inequalities similar to (11) and (15) hold for these systems provided 
the eigenvalues of these systems are given by an appropriate maximum- 
minimum characterization. The existence of such a characterization in 
general is discussed in [7]. We illustrate these remarks by considering the 
ordered eigenvalues A&] (rr ::: 1, 2,...) of vibrating membrane of density 
p(~, y) stretched over an appropriate domain D with a smooth boundary aD 
at which the membrane is fixed. These eigenvalues are determined by the 
system 
V2u + +(x, y) U = 0 in D, 
u = 0 on 8D. (16) 
The appropriate Rayleigh Quotient is 
II ]gradu12dxdy 
RLp, u] = D . 
II 
pus dx dy 
D 
The maximum-minimum characterization given by (7) is now valid for this 
system and the inequality (11) holds for t E [0, I] as shown in the proof of 
Theorem 1. The proof for t E [- cc, - I] requires the introduction of a 
reciprocal differential system. If we let v = p grad u, then u is an eigen- 
function of (16) corresponding to the eigenvalue h if and only if v is an 
eigenfunction of 
grad ($ divv) + Xv in D 
divv=O on aD, (17) 
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corresponding to the nonzero eigenvalue ;\. We then take the dot product of 
this equation with v and integrate over D. Applying the identity 
jj,fdiv g dA + jj, g*gradfdA=je,fg.nds 
to this result with g = v and f = (l/p) div v, we obtain 
A jj, 1 v I2 dA = jjD $ (div v)~ dA - I,, $ (div v) v - n ds. 
But div v = - Apu so that the last integral is zero by the boundary condition 
u = 0 on aD. We would then expect the eigenvalues to have a maximum- 
minimum characterization in terms of the Rayleigh quotient 
R(P,V) = 
II D -$ (div v)” dA 
ss 
jv12dA ’ 
D 
Because the eigenvalues of (17) correspond to those of (16), we may just as 
well let z, = grad u for any scalar function u, u = 0 on aD. This yields the 
known variational problem of finding the maximum-minimum of 
R[P, 4 = ss $ (V2u)2 dA 
ss 1 grad u j2 dA ’ D 
which correspond to the problem of the buckling of a plate with boundary 
conditions u = 0, V2u = 0 on aD, (see [6], p. 135). The’ counterpart of 
Theorem 1 for a membrane for t E [ - CO, - l] follows as in the appropriate 
part of the proof of Theorem 1. 
As an application, we can tind bounds for the eigenvalues of a membrane 
of density p”(x, y), (0 < a < 1) by noting that (11) with t = 0 implies 
&r&+n4M = L+la-JP * I41 2 La[Pl LVl* 
In particular, for n = 1, we have 
LEPY a 4n”LPl M11. 
4. INEQUALITIES FOR POSITIVE COMPACT OPERATORS 
In this section, we consider strictly positive compact (i.e., completely 
continuous) operators defined on a IIilbert space H. It is known [8] that such 
operators have a monotone decreasing sequence of positive eigenvalues {h,} 
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(n = 1, 2,...) converging to zero. Furthermore, these eigenvalues are deter- 
mined by the minimum-maximum principle which we now state. 
Let A be a positive compact operator and Ict zvl ,..., v,-~ (n >, 1) be n - 1 
vectors in the Hilbert space H. Denote by :M(v, ,..., c.,-~) the maximum 
of (u, -4u):,/ u II2 on the orthogonal complement H ‘2: lVnml of I,-,,-, , where 
1e,-1 is the subspace spanned by ztl ,..., v ,,-, . Then 
ln: M(v, )...( z&) = A, . 
If I( , ,*a., &I-l are the eigenfunctions of .4 corresponding to A1 ,..., A,-, , 
respectively, then M(u, ,..., u,-,) = An . 
Weil’s inequality. (1) is an immediate consequence of this principle. We 
now give the following generalization of this result. 
THEOREM 4. Let A, B he positive compact operators in a Hilbert space H. 
If c, = (aA’ + flB’)l”, t > 0, then 
where 122, is the mean of order t with positive weights a, /I, a 2 /3 = 1. If t < 0 
the inequality is reversed. 
PROOF. It is known that if f is an analytic function, then f(A) has the 
eigenvaluesf (&[A]). In particular, &[A11 : &‘[A]. This and Weil’s inequal- 
ity imply for t > 0 that 
A,+,-,[C,] = (L.n-l[aAf + BB’])“’ 
d (d,[Af] i ,%,[B’])“’ 
= (dmf[A] f /?&‘[B])“‘. 
If t < 0 the inequality is reversed. 
There remains the question of the relation between the eigenvalue of 
AxBe, i.e., the geometric mean of A and B, and the eigenvalues of A and B. 
We have 
THEOREM 5. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 4, 
PROOF. We first note that the symmetry of A and B and Schwarz’s 
inequality imply that 
(u, (AB)‘12 u) = (A1i2u, B’12u) < 11 A’/% 11 . II B% I! 
= (u, Az+‘~ (u, Bu)“~. 
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Thus, it follows that 
(u, A”B%) = (A%, B”u) = ((A2@)1/2 24, (By/2 u) 
< (24, A%p (u, B2%)1~2. 
As in the proof of Weil’s inequality, it follows from the min-max principle 
that 
A,+,-JAaBB] < (X,[A2q h,[B2q)‘/“. 
But, byt the definition of Aa, Bfi, this becomes 
L+,,[AW d LVI 4aWl. 
As an application we note that for a: = p = Q , Theorem 5 implies 
If A = T*T and B = S*S, then this inequality and 
yields 
L+dAB)1’21 = ~%-dABl 
/\m+n-l[T*T. S*S] < h,[T*T] h,[S*S], 
an inequality due to Fan [13]. 
It should be noted that Theorem 4 may be generalized by replacing powers 
of t by any continuous strictly increasing convex function f and powers of 
l/t by the inverse of this function. The proof given then holds as written. 
5. GENERALIZATION OF SOME RESULTS OF FAN 
In this section, we take the operators A and B to be Hermitian symmetric 
operators on a finite dimensional vector space E, . We present some results 
on bounds for functions of eigenvalues which the results of the previous 
section suggest in a natural way. For if some functions of some of the 
eigenvalues of an operator A is given by a maximum or minimum principle, 
there is a possibility of relating that function of the eigenvalues of 
C, = (aAt + /3Bt)llt to the same function of the eigenvalues of A and of B. 
We give two such theorems here. 
Let 1 A Ilc = h, . h,, a.. hn--7c+l denote the product of the first K smallest 
eigenvalues of a real positive definite matrix A. It is shown in [3], p. 74, that 
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where the integration is over the K-dimensional subspace Rk of vectors in 
R,, . RI, is defined to be the orthogonal complement of the space spanned by 
n - k linearly independent vectors ur ,..., an-*, and the maximum is taken 
over all such subspace R, . We use this result to establish 
THEOREM 6. Let A and B be real positive definite matrices and let 
C, = (orAt + /3Bt)llt, t > 0, (II, /3 positive and 01 + fi = 1. Then 
I Ct Ilc 2 I A lrta I B 12. (1% 
If t < 0, the inequality is reversed. 
PROOF. Since 1 Ct Ikt = j uAt + jlBt j , (18) implies 
1 C, Iit = 1 aAt + ,!3Bt 1;’ 
e-ob4tz)e-B(z.B*z) dJ7, 
2 
. 
Application of HGlder’s inequality and (18) then yields 
1 C, 1;’ < 1 At Iia ( Bt IL6 . 
Raising both sides to the - I/t power, we get (19). 
The case where t = 1 is due to Fan (see [3], p. 17). 
Finally, we note that another result of Fan can be generalized. We have 
THEOREM 7. Let Sk, = (Ct=, hit[D])llt for some positive symmetric 
operator D in a finite dimensional unitary space E,, , Then 
&[Gl < (4X4 + BS:JBl)l’t, 
for t E [I, co). The inequality is reversed for t E (0, l] and in this case 
PROOF. We have 
s,,[c,] = i A,“[(aAt + PBYI lit 
i=l 
= 
i 
gl hi[aAt + BB”l)l’t 
h$[B] “: 
409123b13 
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The last inequality is due to Fan ([3], p. 75). By Jensen’s inequality, we have 
as desired. 
In general, whenever there is variational characterization of some set 
of eigenvalues of an operator, one is led to inequalities of the sort just derived. 
In particular, we make reference to the results of Wielandt [14] and the 
ensuing papers (see [3], p. 79) concerning sums and products of a finite 
number of eigenvalues. 
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